The interstand tension coupling effect and strip gauge variation passed on to next stand with time delay are the main causes for regenerative chatter in tandem rolling mills. To study the effect of different factors on the stability of tandem rolling mills, different models considering different interstand factors were built. Through stability analysis of these models by employing the Lyapunov indirect method and integral criterion, more detailed and quantitative explanation is put forward to regenerative chatter mechanism in rolling. To study the time delay effect as a single factor on the stability of tandem rolling mills, stability charts of the chatter model including the time delay effect and model neglecting the delay time were compared. The results show that the time delay effect reduces the critical velocity of multistand mills slightly in the big picture. But it alters the relationship between two adjacent stands by worsening the downstream stand stability. To get preferable rolling process parameter configuration for the tandem rolling mills, the time delay effect in rolling must be involved.
Introduction
Chatter in high speed rolling mills results in unacceptable gauge variations, affects the surface quality of rolled strip, and may damage the mill stand. Many studies have been conducted to explore the chatter mechanism and put forward methods to suppress the vibration [1] . The self-excited vibration in rolling is caused by interaction between mill stand structure and rolling process. Rolling chatter has three main different types: third octave, fifth octave, and torsional vibration. The third octave is the most detrimental [2, 3] . The chatter mechanism in tandem rolling mills can be concluded as four reasons, namely, model matching effect, negative damping effect, mode coupling effect, and regenerative effect. Regenerative effect is the most complex mechanism for instability in tandem rolling mills [4, 5] .
Regenerative effect in rolling mainly considers the interaction between adjacent stands in tandem rolling mills. Hu first defined the regenerative chatter in rolling process in analogy to chatter in metal cutting process. According to Hu's definition, the regenerative effect in strip rolling refers to the phenomenon that the vibration of a certain stand at a prior time causes or aggravates vibration of the same stand at the current time through interstand interactions [6] . By building a dynamic rolling process model and coupling it with stand structure model, a multistand regenerative chatter model was proposed. Simulation and analysis were conducted to reveal the regenerative mechanism. The results have shown that, due to the needed time for the strip to travel from one stand to another, a tandem mill can become unstable even if individual mill stands are stable [5] .
Considering the work hardening effect of the rolled piece and work roll flattening during rolling process, a new rolling process model was proposed by Zhao and Ehmann. Through coupling it with mill stand model, three different models were built to explore the regenerative mechanism. The first one is a single stand chatter model. The second one is a two-stand chatter model which only considers the interstand tension coupling effect [7] . The last one is a two-stand chatter model which considers both the interstand tension coupling effect and the strip gauge variation from an upstream stand passed on to downstream stand with time delay. The Routh criterion was employed to formulate the critical velocity of the first and second model. Due to the time delay effect, the third model 2 Shock and Vibration becomes a delay differential system and integral criterion was employed to find its critical velocity. Comparative analysis of the three models presented a potential explanation to the regenerative mechanism [4] .
Based on Zhao and Ehmann's and Hu's model, more complex regenerative chatter models are proposed in recent years. Kimura et al. constructed a five-stand regenerative chatter model by coupling a five-degree freedom mill stand model and the dynamic rolling model built in [7] together. The simulation results show that there exists an optimal friction of the fifth stand which relates to the maximum critical velocity of the whole tandem rolling mills [8] . Instead of static analysis, Niroomand et al. used wave propagation theory in elastic solids to formulate the dynamic tensile stress variation between two consequent stands and built a new two-stand regenerative chatter model. The simulation results show that the errors of critical velocity and chatter frequency are smaller with the experimental results, when the wave propagation theory is applied [9] . Considering the complex friction condition in the rolling gap, Heidari et al. built a regenerative chatter model using the unsteady lubrication model, assuming that the rolling gap is in full film regime. The effects of rolling lubricant on the stability of tandem rolling mills were discussed [10] . Based on these regenerative chatter models, optimization of multistand rolling process parameters were conducted to avoid chatter phenomenon using the combination of neural networks and genetic algorithms [11, 12] .
All these regenerative chatter models have considered the time delay effect, which makes the tandem rolling mills a delay differential system. It means that more complex stability criterion has to be employed to analyze the delay differential multistand system, which results in huge computation. However, the time delay effect on the stability of tandem rolling mills has not been analyzed as an independent factor. More research work has to be done to decide whether the effect of time delay itself on the stability of tandem rolling mills is worth the great amount of computation. Besides, the relationship between consequent stands is not clearly described though the interaction factors between stands have been pointed out. The major objective pursed in this paper is to investigate the time delay effect as an independent factor in cold rolling tandem mills and put forward more detailed explanation to the regenerative chatter mechanism and the relations between consecutive stands.
Chatter Model
The dynamic rolling gap is shown as in Figure 1 , when only the vertical roll vibration is considered. Set the coordinates and onto the center line of rolled piece and the work roll center line. And the intersection point is set as the origin of coordinates. and are the entry and exit tensile stress. V and V are the entry and exit strip velocity. ℎ and ℎ are the strip thickness at entry and exit. V is the work roll linear velocity. ℎ is the strip thickness at neutral point. , , and are the position of entry point, neutral point, and exit point. The strip thickness at any location in the rolling gap is as follows:
Due to the roll vertical vibration, the continuity equation is modified as
According to (1) and (2), the strip entry velocity V , strip exit velocity V , strip entry position , and exit position can be calculated as follows: Figure 2 illustrates the stresses acting on a vertical slab element inside the rolling gap. Employing the coulomb friction model = and the yield criterion = − , the equilibrium equation for an elemental vertical section of the strip in the rolling gap in the direction is obtained:
where the positive sign is for the exit side and the negative sign is for the entry side. Considering the strain hardening effect, the deformation resistance of the rolled strip can be expressed as follows:
Shock and Vibration 0 , , and are the material property parameter of the rolled strip and can be decided by experiments. ℎ 0 is the entry strip thickness of multistand rolling mills.
Applying the boundary conditions,
The rolling pressure at entry and exit side can be obtained:
Letting = , the neutral point can be formulated as follows:
By integrating the rolling stresses, the rolling force can be determined: The dynamic rolling process model can be obtained by utilizing the first-order Taylor expansion:
, , , = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are the partial derivatives of , V , V with respect to ℎ ,ḣ , , , ℎ , respectively. The calculation of , , , = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, can be found in the Appendix.
Considering the work roll flattening effect in rolling, the equivalent work roll radius is calculated by employing the Hitchcock formula:
where is initial work roll radius, is Poisson's ratio for the work roll material, is rolling pressure, is reduction, and is elasticity modulus of work roll material. Chatter in rolling is the result of the interaction between rolling process and mill stand structure. The rolling process model and stand structure model are coupled together through mechanical rolling parameters. A one degree of freedom mill stand structure model is shown in Figure 3 .
By coupling the rolling process model and stand structure model together, the single stand vibration model is as follows:
where is the distance between the stand and the upstream stand and is the distance between the stand and downstream stand. The regenerative chatter model for a two-stand rolling mill is as follows:
where the second subscripts stand for the number of stands, is the elasticity modulus of roll piece material, and is the rolled strip width. The rolled strip width spread is neglected. So is constant.
The relationship between the 2nd stand entry strip gauge variation and the 1st stand exit strip gauge variation is as follows:
where is the delay time, decided by the interstand distance and the entry velocity of 2nd stand:
The initial rolling process parameters for the 1st and 2nd stand come from [7] and are shown in Table 1 .
To explore the effects of interstand coupling factors on regenerative chatter in detail, four models were built in this paper. The first one is a single stand vibration model. The second one is a two-stand regenerative chatter model which only considers the interstand tension coupling effect. The third one is a two-stand regenerative chatter model which considers the interstand tension coupling effect and the strip gauge variation passed on to next stand but neglects the delay time. The fourth one is a two-stand regenerative chatter model which considers the interstand tension coupling effect and the strip gauge variation passed on to next stand with time delay effect.
Stability Analysis

Stability Criterion.
To study the stabilities of the four models proposed in Section 2, different stability criteria have to be used to calculate the critical velocity for each model. The first three models are nondelay differential systems. Their critical velocities can be calculated by employing the Lyapunov indirect method. According to the Lyapunov indirect method, for a linear systeṁ= , if all the real parts of eigenvalues of matrix are negative, the system is stable, if not, the system is unstable [13] . The fourth model is a delay differential system. The stability criterion of time delay system is much more complex than nondelay system. The integral criterion is employed to analyze the fourth model. According to the integral criterion, if the following inequation is true, the delay differential system is asymptotic stable [14] :
where
( ) and ( ) are the real and imaginary parts of the determinant of the system matrix, respectively. is the order of the system. For the fourth model, is 7. The integration is calculated with the help of MATLAB. When the linear velocity of the 2nd stand is 29.2 m/s,
When the linear velocity of the 2nd stand is 29.3 m/s,
So the critical velocity of fourth model is about 29.25 m/s. Comparing the critical velocities of the four models, it can be concluded that the interstand tension has just a little effect on the critical velocity of the chatter model. The strip gauge variation passed on between stands reduces the critical velocity dramatically. However, the time delay effect as an independent factor on critical velocity is very limited. 
Simulation and Analysis.
To study the regenerative chatter mechanism and relationship between stands in detail, time and frequency domain simulations of the four models were conducted. As shown in Figure 4 , the single 2nd stand vibrates periodically when V ,2 is 34.82 m/s and the frequency is 246 Hz. Similarly, the single 1st stand vibrates periodically when V ,1 is 24.78 m/s and the frequency is 209 Hz as shown in Figure 5 . The second model only considers the interstand tension coupling effect between stands. As can been seen in Figure 6 , the 1st stand takes on periodic oscillation state and the frequency is 209 Hz. It is the same with the single 1st stand model. The beat phenomena appear in the 2nd stand and the interstand tension. The frequencies are 209 Hz and 251 Hz. 209 Hz is the frequency of the 1st stand and 251 Hz is approximate to the frequency of the 2nd stand. It is obvious that the beat phenomena are caused by the interstand tension coupling effect between the 1st stand and 2nd stand. Besides, the amplitude of 2nd stand is far less than the 1st stand.
It suggests that the vibration in 2nd stand raised by the interstand tension variation is not violent.
The third model considers the interstand tension coupling effect and the strip gauge variation passed on to the next stand but neglects the time delay effect. As shown in Figure 7 , the beat phenomena in the second model disappear. The frequency of the 1st stand, the 2nd stand, and the interstand tension are all 212 Hz. The amplitudes of the 1st and 2nd stand are in the same magnitude. It indicates that the strip gauge variation passed on to the next stand makes the 2nd stand vibrate more violently.
The fourth model considers the interstand tension coupling effect between stands, the strip gauge variation passed on to the next stand, and the time delay effect. As shown in Figure 8 , the time domain of 1st stand, 2nd stand, and the interstand tension are all gourd-shaped, which consist with the test results in [1] . The time domain of the 2nd stand lags behind the 1st stand by the delay time. Due to the time delay effect, the frequency domain of the fourth model is more complex than the third model. The main frequency is 209 Hz, a little smaller than the third model, but still in the range of the third octave mode chatter.
Comparing the above four models, a more detailed explanation for regenerative chatter mechanism in rolling can be presented. Consequent stands in tandem rolling mills are coupled together through rolled piece. One of these stands becomes unstable and oscillates first, for example, the th stand. The th stand vibration gives rise to the interstand tension vibration. The interstand vibration makes the + 1th stand vibrate gently at once. The amplitude of the +1th stand is far smaller than that of the th stand by this time. But the strip gauge variation generated by the th stand is passed on to the +1th stand after delay time. It aggravates the vibration of the + 1th stand and makes the th and + 1th stand vibrate in the same amplitude. The oscillation of the + 1th stand intensifies vibration of the interstand tension and finally makes the th stand vibrate again.
It can be concluded from the above analysis that time delay effect as an independent factor has very limited effects on both critical velocity and chatter frequency, while making the stability analysis more complex. But it does not mean that time delay effect can be neglected when modeling the rolling system. Enough works have been done to compare the first, second, and the fourth model in [4] . To study the time delay effect as a single factor on multistand rolling system, stability analysis comparison of the third model and fourth model was done in the next section. To simplify the writing mode, the third model is called the nondelay system and the fourth model is called the delay system.
Effects of Rolling Process Parameters
Effects of Friction.
Stability of a single stand is very sensitive to friction. The critical velocity of a single stand grows rapidly with the increase of friction coefficient [2, 7] . But things are different for multistand systems, as shown in Figure 9 .
When 1 is small enough, stability of the 1st stand gets worse and it becomes more unstable than the 2nd stand. For example, as shown in Table 2 , when 1 is 0.014, the critical velocity of single 1st stand is 22.9 m/s. According to the principle of mass conservation, the corresponding velocity of 2nd stand is 33.1 m/s, which is smaller than the single 2nd stand critical velocity 34.8 m/s. The 1st stand becomes unstable before the 2nd stand. The critical velocity of the twostand system is determined by the 1st stand. As 1 increases, the 1st stand becomes more stable and critical velocity of the two-stand system increases sharply until 1 reaches a certain point. When 1 is big enough, 2nd stand becomes more unstable than 1st stand. For example, as shown in Table 2 , when 1 is 0.018, the critical velocity of the single 1st stand goes up to 24.8 m/s and the corresponding velocity of the single 2nd stand rises to 36.3 m/s, which is bigger than critical velocity of the 2nd stand. The 2nd stand becomes unstable first. The critical velocity of the two-stand system is determined by the 2nd stand. As 1 increases, the 1st stand becomes more stable, but it has little effect on the 2nd stand. The stability of 2nd stand is much worse than the 1st stand, so the critical velocity of the two-stand system goes down, as shown in Figure 9 .
When 1 goes up, the overall trend of critical velocities are the same for the delay system and nondelay system. There exists an optimal 1 , which relates to the maximum critical velocity, given that other rolling parameters remain unchanged. But the optimal 1 values are different for the delay and nondelay system. The optimal 1 for the delay system is about 0.016, while the optimal 1 for the nondelay system is about 0.02. Critical velocities for the delay system are smaller than the nondelay system, especially when 1 is larger. It can be explained by the idea that time delay effect has a far greater impact on 2nd stand than 1st stand, as the strip gauge variation generated in the 1st stand is passed on to the 2nd stand with delay time but not in the opposite direction. Figure 10 demonstrates the critical velocities for the delay system and nondelay system when the friction coefficient of the 2nd stand increases. The critical velocity changing trend is much simpler. When 2 is small enough, the 2nd stand is more unstable and the critical velocity increases as 2 goes up. When 2 is big enough, the stability of the whole system becomes better as 2 goes up. The critical velocities for the delay system and nondelay system are almost the same. When
Effects of Interstand Tension.
The critical velocity for a single stand decreases as the entry tension and exit tension increase. But the critical velocity is more sensitive to the entry tension due to the fact that the entry zone is much longer that the exit zone [2] .
,1 is the intertension between the 1st and 2nd stand, namely, the exit tension of the 1st stand and the entry tension of the 2nd stand. The stability of the 1st and 2nd stand both goes worse with the increase of ,1 . Therefore, the critical velocities of the delay and nondelay system both fall off as ,1 increases, as shown in Figure 11 . But the stability of the 2nd stand is more sensitive to ,1 , as ,1 is the entry tension for the 2nd stand. As can been seen from Table 3 , when ,1 is rather small, the 1st stand becomes unstable first, and the critical velocity of the system is decided by the 1st stand. The critical velocities decrease slowly as ,1 is the exit tension of the 1st stand. But when ,1 is big enough, the 2nd stand becomes unstable first, and the critical velocity of the two-stand system is decided by the 2nd stand. The critical velocities of the delay system decrease fast with the increase of ,1 , because ,1 is the entry tension of the 2nd stand. When considering the time delay effect, the critical velocity gets smaller and more sensitive to ,1 .
Effects of Interstand Distance.
Interstand tension variation becomes more gentle with the increase of interstand distance. And so the stability of mill stand becomes better [2] . But it is more complex to multistand system. ,2 is the distance between the 1st and 2nd stand. If ,2 is changed, the interstand tension variation and the delay time are both changed. As shown in Figure 12 , for time delay system, with the increase of ,2 , the interstand tension variation decreases and critical velocity of delay system rises. Meantime, the delay time becomes larger and critical velocity decreases. So the critical velocities of time delay system form a wavy pattern of rising. At first, the 2nd stand is more unstable than the 1st one. With the increase of ,2 , the critical velocities of the 1st and 2nd stand both rise. But the critical velocity of 2nd stand goes up much faster than the 1st stand, as ,2 affects the entry tension variation of 2nd stand. The critical velocities of the nondelay and time delay system both rise fast. When ,2 is bigger than a certain value, the 1st stand becomes unstable first. The rises of critical velocities for the nondelay and delay system both slow down, for ,2 affects the exit tension variation of 1st stand. It can been seen in Table 4 that when ,2 is 3.5 m, the 2nd stand goes to unstable first, but when ,2 is 5.5 m, chatter occurs in the 1st stand first. But the instability of the 1st stand occurs when ,2 is quite bigger than nondelay system, for the delay time effect makes the 2nd stand more unstable.
Effects of Strip Width and Strip Elastic Modulus.
The critical velocity of a single stand system decreases with the increase of the strip elastic modulus and goes up along with More unstable stand 2nd stand 1st stand the increase of the strip width [2, 7] . As shown in Figures  13 and 14 , it shows the same trend for both the time delay system and nondelay system. With the increase of strip elastic modulus, the critical velocities for the time delay system and nondelay system are almost the same. The latter is just a little bigger than the former. With the increasing strip width, the critical velocities for the time delay system and nondelay system both go up. But the critical velocities for the time delay system are a little more sensitive to the increase of strip width.
Effects of Reduction Allocation.
It has been proved that the critical velocity for a single stand system decreases with the increase of the entry thickness, given that the exit thickness stays the same and increase with the rise of the exit thickness, given that the entry thickness remains the same [2] . But it is more complex for multistand system, as shown in Figure 15 . Assuming that the entry strip thickness of the 1st stand and the exit strip thickness of the 2nd stand remain unaltered, the critical velocity would be changed if the entry thickness of the 2nd stand, namely, ℎ ,2 , is changed. If ℎ ,2 is small enough, it means that exit strip thickness of the 1st stand decreases and entry strip thickness of the 2nd stand increases. The 1st stand becomes unstable first. But as ℎ ,2 rises, the 1st stand reduction gets smaller while the 2nd stand reduction gets bigger. The 2nd stand becomes more unstable than the 1st stand. As shown in Table 5 , when ℎ ,2 is 0.26 mm, the 1st stand is more unstable. However, when ℎ ,2 increases to 0.29, the 2nd stand becomes more unstable than 1st stand. There exists an optimal value of ℎ ,2 for the multistand system which is related to the maximum critical velocity, as shown in Figure 11 . The overall critical velocity changing trend for the time delay system and nondelay system is the same. But the optimal values of ℎ ,2 are different for the two systems, because the stability of the 2nd stand becomes worse when considering the time delay effect. The optimal values of ℎ ,2 for the two systems are 0.33 mm and 0.28 mm, respectively. Obviously, the optimal value of ℎ ,2 for the delay system is more consistent with the actual production. It suggests that by redistributing the reduction of the tandem rolling mills, we can improve the stability of the tandem rolling mills.
The critical velocity of a single stand changing along with the increase of the reduction is not linear. When the reduction is small, the critical velocity of the stand is very sensitive to the reduction changing. But as the reduction goes up, the decrease of critical velocity slows down. So, as shown in Figure 15 , when ℎ ,2 is bigger than a certain point, the critical velocities of the two systems both go down slowly.
It has to be clarified that the optimal ℎ ,2 value for the twostand system may not work for five stand system. There exist four delay times in five-stand tandem rolling mills, which makes the relationship between stands more complex.
Conclusions
In this paper, the effects of interstand tension variation and strip variation transportation between adjacent stands with time delay on tandem rolling mills were studied in detail through comparison of different models. Stability analysis shows that interstand tension couples adjacent stands together and has just a little effect on the critical velocity of the chatter model. The strip gauge variation passed on between stands reduces the critical velocity dramatically. However, the time delay effect has very limited effects on both the critical velocity and the frequency. But it does not mean that the time delay effect can be neglected when modeling the rolling system. By comparing the critical velocities of the delay and nondelay system, the influences of delay time as a single factor on multistand rolling system were studied. More detailed and quantitative explanation is put forward to the relationship of two adjacent stands. In the big picture, the critical velocity of the time delay system is just slightly smaller than the nondelay system. But the delay time worsens the stability of downstream stand and makes the relationship between consecutive stands more complex. The time delay effect changes the optimal process parameters values aimed at obtaining the maximum critical velocity. To get preferable rolling process parameter configuration for tandem rolling mills, time delay effect must be involved. 
Appendix
(A.1)
The intermedia variables are given as follows: 
